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a b s t r a c t

With the prevalence of localization techniques in smartphones, location-based applications on mobiles
have become increasingly popular. However, only minorities of applications can be triggered automati-
cally by the predefined locations of interest without any human interaction. One reason is that the
inevitable operation of location detection by GPS is power-intensive. While existing work has focused
on energy efficiency in continuous location tracking, energy-efficient location detection for matching
predefined location of interest remains to be further explored. This paper proposes a unified framework
that supports energy-efficient location detection for automatic location-triggered applications. Our
framework triggers desired events only when the user is approaching the predefined locations of interest.
Besides the efforts we make to reduce the number of GPS updates by cooperating with other types of on-
device sensors, the framework also aims to coordinate multiple location-triggered applications to further
reduce energy consumption on location updates. We implemented our framework as a middleware in the
Android operating system and conducted extensive real experiments. The experimental results demon-
strate that our framework can reduce the number of GPS requests and low the energy consumption of
the smartphones significantly.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With the popularity of mobile Internet, people have exploded
intelligent mobile services and innovative applications on smart-
phones. The convenience of the handheld equipment and powerful
functions of the sensors on device also brings the new era of the
localization applications in our daily life. The usages of location-
based applications (LBAs) are generally categorized into venues
check-in [1], social connection [2] and local information explora-
tion [3,4]. Several applications are trying to combine localization,
mobility and social network into one integrated service solution
[5]. Nevertheless, the increasing computation capability of smart-
phones has drastically reduced the lifetimes of the devices. Design-
ing mobile applications is no longer just about perfecting its
computing power, communication, and user interface, but about
providing all these functions with less power. Most smartphones
contain Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and GPS radios inside, and in many in-
stances these components operate simultaneously. The GPS radio,
in particular, is a notorious battery killer. You can see the battery
bar getting shorter as you run your navigation application. Devel-
opment of energy-efficient LBAs is important to prolong the
lifetime of smartphones and maintain a green network for a sus-
tainable society.

There exists a few popular and successful location-trigger appli-
cations in either Android or iOS platform. The applications need
information about a user’s current position to provide better ser-
vices, such as uploading data and fetching available service nearby.
However, the power-intensive GPS sensor reduces the phone’s bat-
tery life to less than nine hours [6,7]. In order to save energy, it
turns out to be the user’s responsibility to launch the application
at location of interests. This will arouse problem if a user fails to
start the application because of individual reasons or surrounded
circumstance, such as in disaster scenarios like earthquake. There-
fore our work tends to introduce a unified framework for designing
energy-efficient and automatic location-triggered applications.

One motivation for us to research on location-triggered applica-
tion design is that there are many LBAs in the market, but very few
of them are based on automatic location detection to trigger ac-
tions. Most of the existing location based applications adopt naïve
GPS updates. Other applications rely on WiFi and cell towers for
localization, but they can only support urban areas that are fully
covered by WiFi and cellular networks. For example, a very popular
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location-triggered application, called Llama [8], supports users
only in populated areas with full cellular tower coverage for local-
ization. Nowadays, almost every smartphone has GPS module, but
it has huge energy concern. Can we support location-triggered
tasks energy-efficiently with on-device GPS when people are in
the suburbs? This motivates us to focus more on the GPS perfor-
mance and its energy saving issue in this paper.

Considering the diversified information and possible services
associated with locations, it is crucial to be able to trigger services
automatically on the mobile phones with minimum human inter-
ference. To achieve this, the mobile application needs to maintain
and keep track of the actions that it wants to perform at predefined
locations. Location-triggered applications for smartphones ought
to maintain database for storing locations of interest and their
associated actions. We need an energy-efficient and adaptive
scheme when coming to using GPS to detect if the device is at
any of the locations of interest, and such framework should be
independent from the specific business needs, i.e., different cus-
tomized actions from different applications we see in the markets.

In addition, energy efficiency is a major concern for mobile de-
vices. Although many approaches that are only related to the
smartphones’ intrinsic properties have been proposed to trade-
off accuracy with energy consumption, like using accelerometer
to estimate movements [9,10], the calculations are not targeted
for locating predefined locations as destinations when scheduling
the sensors in mobile phones. This motivates us to delve deeper
in energy efficiency for mobile location-trigger applications. By
taking the advantage of geometrical composition of destinations
in the map, we investigate intelligent sensor scheduling to duty-
cycle GPS for saving energy.

Another inevitable motivation for the research comes from the
fact that almost no application keeps its eye on the power-intensive
sensing behaviors from other simultaneously running applications
on the same device. Without a doubt, it will arouse the problem of
redundant GPS request, when one application requests location up-
date with GPS in its own business flow and only 10 s later, another
application requests location update with GPS again. Obviously the
user is still at the same place but the expensive price for the second
GPS calling has been paid. From a business implementation per-
spective, it is not necessary and expensive to monitor other applica-
tions’ behavior. Programmers from different companies need only
focus on their individual business and the users will just need to
set up their private preferences. Therefore we need to investigate
how to design the framework as one middleware to support multi-
ple location-triggered applications installed on the same phone to
benefit from each other for energy concern.

Our work in this paper makes the following contributions: (1)
we present a unified framework to support location-triggered ser-
vice by maintaining the geo-fenced areas of interest with associ-
ated actions. (2) We propose an energy-efficient approach that
intelligently duty-cycles GPS to detect locations. The principle is
to trade-off accuracy for energy efficiency by location estimations
and multiple sensors scheduling. (3) We extend the framework
further to coordinate multiple location-triggered applications with
different business flows to achieve the same energy efficiency goal.
(4) We implemented our proposed framework on Android smart-
phones for experiments in real-world applications. The results
demonstrate that the proposed approach used in location-trig-
gered scenarios could greatly reduce the usage of GPS for location
updates.
2. Related work

Localization and trajectory tracking have attracted much re-
search attention for location-based services for mobile devices.
The simplest implementation is for the mobile devices to fetch
the GPS readings and report them to the server. The request of
GPS readings can be done periodically by the clients or upon re-
quest from the server [11]. Unfortunately, making frequent GPS re-
quests can consume a lot of energy on the mobiles. Different from
existing research on distance calculation for moving object and tar-
get [12,13], our work takes the advantage of utilizing alternative
and more light-weight sensors to perform localization. It also con-
siders the coordination among multiple location-triggered
applications.

Technologies like Wi-Fi, cell-tower triangulation [14], Bluetooth
[10] have been considered as alternatives to GPS when it comes to
designing proactive energy-efficient LBS. WiFi and GSM can last as
long as 40 and 60 h [15] compared to GPS request. Such solutions
usually have clear constraints that the network should be available
all the time. Dhondge et al. [16] proposes the system that facili-
tates mobile devices with estimated locations using WiFi in coop-
eration with a few available GPS broadcasting devices. SensLoc [17]
also investigated localization techniques based on WiFi and GSM to
improve battery life in expense of localization accuracy. Bareth
[18] researches location-triggered concepts as we do by proposing
the reverse cellular positioning architecture and WiFi to detect
fine-grained target areas. Even though it is the closest research to
our work from the perspective of spatial relation between a user
and a target, the system cannot work without the support from cell
tower.

Recently the newly developed ‘‘proximity beacons’’ from Qual-
comm [19] and iBeacon from Apple [20] have drawn enormous
attention due to their energy-efficient solutions that are based on
Bluetooth. However, compared with the existing location-based
applications, there are still barriers to make the beacon technology
widely adopted today. Firstly, the beacon technology is specifically
designed for indoor micro-location monitoring scenarios, such as
in a big shopping mall. It requires installation of extra hardware
(e.g. the ‘‘proximity beacons’’ from Qualcomm) to be installed at
predefined locations. They are usually being attached to the walls
or ceilings to transmit signals via Bluetooth connection. When
Bob wants to be reminded to buy milk when passing by a small
grocery store, or to fetch his ironed suit when passing by another
small local clothing store on his way home, he must make sure
his places of interest all have beacons installed. In such common
scenarios, beacon applications are not only less convenient than
most LBAs on the end-user devices, but also face the practical hur-
dles for wide adoption. Secondly, even some specific iOS devices
that support Bluetooth Low Energy can be turned into an iBeacon
[20], they always requires the user to turn on Bluetooth and estab-
lish connection with the beacon through a specified application. It
might decrease the usability in many scenarios. In addition, the
security-oriented approach does not necessarily protect the pri-
vacy of users. For example, the user may expose his physical loca-
tions to beacons of external parties, while his locations could
actually be obtained by the GPS on his mobile phone privately.
Thirdly, existing beacon applications are generally not supporting
Android. A study from International Data Corporation (IDC) discov-
ered that Android dominates 81% of world smartphone market
during the third quarter of 2013 [21]. With the popularity of An-
droid smartphones, there is a gap for beacon technology to bridge
as it has been developed mainly based on iOS. For example, the
proximity features from Qualcomm are only available on iOS
[19]. Similarly, the iBeacon technology is only available on specific
iOS devices [20].

Mobility studies of the mobile users have also been introduced
to meet the needs of proactive position tracking to save energy.
Ryder et al. concentrated on contextual information collection
and mobility prediction using decision model [6]. Chon et al. [22]
proposed a Markov decision process-based adaptive duty cycling
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scheme to user’s mobility. The mobility studies are also combining
the technologies such as radio beacons to reach higher precision
percentage [23]. Adaptive estimation and prediction for move-
ments has been suggested using on-device sensors [24], primarily
accelerometer [9,25]. Other approaches include those considering
location-time history [10], constructing mobility tree [7], and uti-
lizing the adaption technique [26]. Nevertheless, the above work
has been focusing on continuous location tracking for the mobile
user. Location-based services that are triggered automatically by
the areas of interest remain to be further explored.

Energy efficiency has also been investigated from other techni-
cal angles such as monitor the battery level [27] and provide adap-
tive GPS-positioning [10]. Kjaergaard et al. [28] proposed the joint
trajectory and position tracking to help the device to decide when
to perform sampling. It uses the prescribed error threshold to de-
cide how long the GPS sensor should sleep. Jurdak et al. [29,30]
used empirical GPS and radio contact data to model node mobility
and duty cycle strategies. Similar to our work, Kjaergaard et al. [13]
also investigated on-device sensor management strategy to reduce
the number of GPS updates. Nevertheless, none of the above work
has considered coordination among multiple location-triggered
processes. On the contrary, our framework can schedule the GPS
and other on-device sensors by coordinating the requests from
multiple processes for saving more energy.

In terms of application-oriented design, Cai et al. [31] presents
the design, analysis, and implementation of a specific real-time
location-based supported system. Similar to the geo-fenced area
we define in our work, the real-time location-based supported sys-
tem allows each client to define a capable zone. We bind specific
actions to different locations to generate the associate policy pair.
Analogously, each zone is associated with each piece of informa-
tion. It does not require periodic location updates from mobile.
When a client moves, it monitors movement and requests for loca-
tion update only when its capable zone is no longer contained by
its resident domain. Different from existing work, we focus on
location detection with reference to the area of interests for the
users rather than merely positioning a mobile device. Our ap-
proach supports automatically location-triggered services without
any user interference, with the usability keeping in mind.

A layer between the GPS module and the applications could be
built to coordinate the power-intensive sensing requests. In this
approach, a smartphone can avoid unnecessary registration and
calling operation toward the GPS module in the hardware level.
However, the techniques for multiple location-triggered processes
to coordinate their location requests have barely been discussed in
previous research. Bareth [18] has only mentioned it in his future
work. The solution from Zhenyun et al. [27] oriented towards con-
ventional LBA synchronization based on user-triggered scenarios
rather than location-triggered scenarios. In the latter case, the loca-
tion-triggered applications need to focus on the distances between
the current location and the interested locations. Unfortunately,
their solution in user-triggered scenarios was not designed for
the location-triggered features. Different from the above work,
our work focuses on location-triggered services. Another difference
of our approaches exists in the deployment and implementation of
the services. In their solution, users must wipe the original Android
and upgrade to their ROM, which brings hurdles to the Android
users in practice.

The issue of redundant sensing among multiple applications has
recently been explored in the newest version of Android 4.4 KitKat,
which introduces a new platform to support hardware sensor
batching [32]. However, the implementation of sensor batching is
closely linked to the hardware, so the function is currently only
available in Nexus 5. In contrast, we design and implement a gen-
eric middleware solution that is applicable for a wide range of An-
droid smartphones in this work.
3. Energy efficiency in location-based services

3.1. Emergence of auto-triggered LBS

Most of the existing location-based services are activated by the
users when they are interested in the data provided by the corre-
sponding applications. The user-triggered application scheme is a
compromise between energy consumption and users friendliness,
because the user has to know exactly when to turn on GPS to get
service based on the location, so it can avoid excessive requesting
readings from the power-intensive GPS. The users may lose the
accessibility of data if they fail to turn on the applications, espe-
cially when it comes to the scenarios of natural disasters.

Confronted with such limitation from user-triggered LBS, auto-
triggered LBS emerge with their intrinsic characteristics of
demanding less human interaction and higher intelligence. It gives
birth to the novel location-triggered applications in the markets.
Location-triggered applications bring better user experiences by
performing actions automatically when reaching predefined loca-
tions. It notifies the user relevant business events so the user will
be involved in the business interactive flows as shown in Fig. 1.
3.2. Energy efficiency strategies of location-triggered applications

Nevertheless, there are still many challenges to provide ubiqui-
tous energy-efficient automatically location-triggered service. First
we need information about a user’s current position in the applica-
tion to activate further service. Although constantly and periodi-
cally requesting GPS updates can guarantee the accuracy of
detecting the user’s location, it inevitably brings severe battery
draining problem caused by the power-intensive GPS sensor.
While using WiFi and Cell-Id can save more energy than GPS, they
have the limitation for positioning techniques, such as they cannot
work when the user is moving in less populated area without WiFi.
Besides, they might risk missing triggering events when user are
near the predefined triggered area, considering the accuracy loss
could be up to 50 m for WiFi and 5 km for Cell-Id [33]. Admittedly
GPS has the indoor usage limitation but when it comes to the usual
outdoor location-triggered application scenarios, like ‘‘Remind me
to do something when I pass by that area’’, the accuracy loss of GPS
positioning (up to 10 m) is the most important factor to guarantee
the validity of such location-triggered software, though it can be
done through different ways.

In order to have an overview of the current energy efficient
strategies in the markets, we explore Google Play Markets to ex-
tract the most representative location-triggered LBS in Table 1.
However, we could only explore their mechanisms by running
their applications rather than obtaining and reading their codes
for analysis. Due to the concurrent activities on the smartphone
(e.g. ringing the alarm, uploading information to remote servers,
etc.), it could be hard to evaluate their energy efficiency accurately.

Strategies have been discussed to switch on and off the GPS
adaptively, such as disconnecting the GPS while the user stays in-
doors, and reconnecting it when the user leaves the building [41].
A major weakness of the mainstream LBS is the lack of intelligent
strategy for requesting the user’s location. The problem is even
worse for GPS location updates due to its higher power consump-
tion. Nevertheless, GPS update is important when the other loca-
tion providers (e.g. Wifi and cellular networks) are not available.
The application should aim for requesting location only when the
user’s current actual location is really close to the predefined
geo-fenced area to avoid unnecessary positioning. Although energy
saving is important, over reducing location requests pose the risk
of missing the targeted areas. From a usability perspective, the
software should not require manual request for localization like



Fig. 1. User-triggered vs. location-triggered data access pattern.

Table 1
Published location-triggered Apps in Google Play Market.

Software Main goals Technology Limitation Strategy Review

Llama [8] Change the user’s ringer
and ringtones

Cell-Id The validity depends on how many
phone masts in user’s area

Avoid using GPS at all 4.7 points of
10,105 reviews

Incoming GPS
tracker [34]

Location tracking GPS Indoor Periodic updates 4.3 points of 223
reviews

Call, GPS, SMS
tracker [35]

Location tracking GPS Indoor Updates every 30 min 4.2 points of 2909
reviews

Location alert [36] Location-based alert GPS Indoor Estimate location based on user’s
distance, speed and time

3.1 points of 171
reviews

Location aware lite
[37]

Location-based alert GPS Indoor N/A 2.3 points of 6
review

Location-aware
wallpaper [38]

Wallpaper changing GSM/WiFi
and GPS

N/A N/A 5 points of 3 users

Location aware pro
[39]

Ringtones changing GPS N/A N/A 5 points of 2 users

Lawn: location
aware notes [40]

Location-based alert GPS N/A N/A No rates at all

Fig. 2. Auto-triggered services in mobile applications.
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we do in Foursquare [5] today. In an optimal situation concerning
its efficiency of usability – ‘‘almost psychic’’ [42], an intelligent
location-triggered application, can anticipate what the user may
need it to do, in order to request location data and decide on which
event to be triggered.

Although the location-triggered Apps are more convenient to
use in relation to macro-location awareness, they still face chal-
lenges concerning the energy consumption. With the growing ten-
dency of intelligent location-triggered application on smartphones,
a user might run multiple location-triggered applications simulta-
neously. Another key finding is that none of the launched location
triggered Apps care about sensing behaviors from another App.
One possible reason is that the API to request GPS update is directly
called by multiple Apps to meet their needs, but there is no layer
between the GPS module and multiple applications that can coor-
dinate all the power-intensive sensing requests. Moreover, differ-
ent Apps usually adopt different business flows, which make it
harder to coordinate these business-dependent calls. Along with
the strategic lack we describe above, we believe that it is valuable
to research on collaborative location update strategy especially
involving GPS with other on-board sensors to achieve the en-
ergy-efficient goal in a unified cross-process framework.

3.3. Overview of location-triggered services

We give a microscopic view of automatic triggered services
from the perspective of triggering factors and triggered elements
on the smartphones in Fig. 2.

The location-triggered application is a special instance of all
auto-triggered services in mobile applications. The target locations
are defined as circular geo-fenced areas, which are associated with
certain actions defined by the user in the application. Fig. 3 illus-
trates an example of geo-fenced area with coordinates at the cen-
ter. The latitude and longitude of the target location are 59.8403
and 17.6487, while the radius of the geo-fenced area is 200 m. In
real life, this location of interest may be a small local shop or res-
taurant. Mobile devices will compare the user’s current location
with any predefined geo-fenced areas dynamically, thus different



Fig. 3. An example showing an geo-fenced area in Uppsala, Sweden.
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actions will be triggered according to the spatial relationship be-
tween the user and such geo-fenced areas.

The geo-fenced locations are stored in XML format, which pro-
vides interoperability to easily maintain the location database with
simple operation interface. We define triggering policy that illus-
trates what actions to be triggered to initialize data collection
when detecting the mobile device is inside the corresponding area
as one policy tuple, P = hLocation, Actioni. Each action has a unique
identifier. For the possibility that multiple actions to be triggered
in one area, we need to use action list to indicate the identifiers
of the invoked actions. This allows us to compose one unique pol-
icy for every geo-fenced area regardless the number of actions.
Similar to the locations, the policies are stored in XML format.

We have explained the reason why we chose GPS as location
provider in pervious sections. Suppose we set Tint as one GPS fixed
update interval. Fig. 4 shows the periodic location update
workflow.

One problem of this strategy is that it risks draining the battery
of a mobile device very quickly by setting a short interval for using
GPS sensor too frequently, or missing the geo-fenced area the other
way around.
4. Energy-efficient localization strategy

Location-triggered applications rely on GPS updates to detect
the user’s locations and activate the corresponding actions in the
area of interests. The less sleeping time we set for the GPS module,
Fig. 4. Periodic location update workflow.
the more accurate positions we will get. Thus the interval time Tint

can decide how robust the system is on achieving relevant data. Our
optimal goal is to avoid missing any targets using the least GPS up-
dates on the smartphone. Therefore the time interval between GPS
requests is extremely important as it decides the frequency of the
power-intensive sensing operation. That is also the reason for us
to investigate on estimating the dynamic time interval Tint between
location updates in the location triggered applications.

4.1. GPS update interval estimation

We model the location and movement of users as follows. We
consider the user at point a moving along the vector l at a speed
of v (m/s). The circle centered at point b with radius r is the closest
geo-fenced area to the user. The distance between a and b is d and
r < d. The angle a denotes the bearing between vector l and the
shortest path between a and b, 0 6 a 6 p. Fig. 5 illustrates the
above descriptions as follows:

Suppose that the user is moving through the geo-fenced area,
which means the elongation line of vector l will pass through the
circle at point D first, i.e. a 6 arc sinðrdÞ. Based on the Law of Cosines
(4.1), we easily obtain the length of AD in the triangle ABD. Let x be
the length of AD. Given r2 ¼ x2 þ d2 � 2 � d � x � cos a, we can obtain
x by

x ¼ d cos a�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2 � d2 sina2

q
We estimate the time interval for location update by calling the

GPS considering the following three cases.

Case I. When the condition r2 � d2 sin a2 P 0 is met, we can take
the minimal x to estimate the time t that the system will trigger
the action once the user enters the area of interest.
t ¼ d cos a�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2 � d2 sin a2

p
v ; given that 0 < a 6 arc sin

r
d

and r < d:
Case II. When the conditions r2 � d2 sin a2 < 0 and 0 < a < p=2
are met, the user is approaching the predefined geo-fenced area.
However, his actual trajectory will not go through the area of inter-
est as shown in Fig. 6.
Case III. When the conditions r2 � d2 sin a2 < 0 and p
2 6 a < p are

met, the user is not heading to the geo-fenced area as shown in
Fig. 7.

Based on the above cases, the earliest time t for the user to
reach the geo-fenced area occurs in case I, where

t ¼ d cos a�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2�d2 sina2
p

v , and v is his moving speed. The normal speed
of walking is 5 and 15 km/h for running or cycling. If the current
moving speed of the user is v, then it is unlikely that his maximum
moving speed will become three times faster than v in the coming
time interval. We can then estimate the next time interval to re-
quest the GPS reading by

DT ¼ d cos a�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2 � d2 sin a2

p
v 0 ;

where v’ = 3v is the maximum moving speed of the user.

4.2. Location estimation with sensors other than GPS

Location updates using GPS can consume a lot of energy in the
mobile phone. In order to reduce energy consumption, we plan to
use alternative on-board sensors to estimate the device’s location.



Fig. 5. The user is going to walking through the geo-fenced area.

Fig. 6. The user is approaching but not passing through the geo-fenced area.

Fig. 7. The user is moving away from the geo-fenced area.
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This includes utilizing the readings from the accelerometer and the
magnetic field sensor on the smartphone in order to provide loca-
tion estimations instead of performing GPS updates all the time.

We estimate the location of a user based on his moving direc-
tion and his latest GPS reading. We assume that a user keeps the
same moving speed and direction during short period of time.
The distance d that he moves during interval Ts will be d ¼ Ts � v .
We can obtain the orientation u of the user with the accelerometer
and the magnetic field sensor on the smartphone, where
�p 6 u 6 p. For example, u ¼ 0 if the user is moving to the North.
It is equal to p=2 and �p=2 for the East and the West.

Let (x,y) be the latitude and longitude from the latest GPS read-
ing. We convert the reading to (l; c) in radian by l ¼ x � p=180 and
c ¼ y � p=180.

Given the radius of earth R = 6378.1 km, we calculate the new
location (x’,y’) of the user after time Ts by

x0 ¼ sin�1 sin l cos
d
R
þ cos u � cosl sin

d
R

� �
� 180=p;

y0 ¼ cþ tan�1 sinu sin d
R cosl

cos d
R� sin l sin x0

 !
� 180=p:
The estimation of the new location of a user does not necessar-
ily require the calling of the GPS. Based on the newly estimated
location, we can calculate the new time interval Tint for GPS up-
dates. The estimation process involves both the accelerometer
and the magnetic sensors to increase the speed awareness of the
application. The process is repeated until the estimated area is
close to any area of interests. In this design, the application should
be able to trade accuracy for energy consumption as long as it does
not miss any area of interests. Fig. 8 shows the sequence diagram
of GPS requests and location estimations. Our approach can deter-
mine the GPS interval time Tint adaptively according to the moving
speed and orientation of the user.
5. Coordination for multiple location-based processes

5.1. Coordination of GPS updates for multiple applications

Due to the growing tendency of similar location-triggered
applications in smartphones, it is common to run multiple
location-triggered applications on the same smartphone. The
asynchronous callings GPS among multiple applications can cause
redundant location requests and waste energy. Let us take a look at
the motivational example. In Fig. 9, location-triggered application



Fig. 8. Time sequence diagram to illustrate tasks among different sensing modules for location estimation.
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AppA requests for update location at T1. If the user launches an-
other location-triggered application at T2, the GPS request will be
made again while the user is actually staying at the same place.
The ideal update operations should occur only at T1 and T3. At time
T2 and T4, the applications can use simply the most recent GPS
readings. This can decrease expensive GPS update by 50% for en-
ergy saving.

We have programmed codes both on Android 2.1 and Android
4.1.4 to test how the system coordinates two GPS requests from
different applications. The result further proves that the Android
Fig. 9. Requesting GPS update from multiple location-triggered applications.
operating system coordinates only the GPS requests that occur
simultaneously.

In order to avoid activating the GPS hardware unnecessarily, we
intend to integrate the energy-efficient strategy in a unified mid-
dleware that can coordinate the GPS update operations and syn-
chronize the access of location data of the smartphone for energy
saving. Its core function is to get the requests from multiple appli-
cations in the upper layer in real time and decides the ideal time to
request GPS update. The GPS readings will be shared among the
applications to avoid making re Android only coordinates the
GPS requests that occurs simultaneously redundant requests.

Fig. 10 shows the middleware design for coordinating multiple
location-triggered applications on a smartphone. It includes an
Intrinsic Data Generator (IDG) to estimate current location using
the orientation and speed of users. The location estimation by
IDG can be performed every time slot Dt. With the newly esti-
mated location, each location-triggered application is responsible
for fetching its own policies to estimate time interval Tint for mak-
ing GPS requests. This will result in a series of Tint from different
applications, i.e. [Tint1,Tint2, . . .].

We implement an Interval Decision Maker (IDM) to decide on
when to call the GPS. The IDM can pick the smallest Tint to call
the GPS. Note that the GPS will be requested immediately if any Tint

is equal to zero. We also set a valid time k for each GPS reading.
After a GPS request, no new GPS update will be requested within
this elapsed time k. Instead, the applications will take the latest
GPS reading. This mechanism is designed to prevent close GPS



Fig. 10. Middleware design for coordinating multiple location-triggered applications on a smartphone.

Fig. 11. Implementation of proposed framework in middleware.

Fig. 12. App1 and PeriodicApp1 geo-fenced areas.

Fig. 13. App2 and PeriodicApp2 geo-fenced areas.
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updates among multiple applications. In that case, multiple sys-
tems can benefit from each other without the actual energy-expen-
sive operation.
5.2. Implementation of middleware in Android

The location-triggered applications apps are implemented as
separated background services in Android. Instead of modifying
the C++ libraries, we build the middleware above the Java Native
Interface (JNI). It is easy to be imported and the users will not suf-
fer from reinstalling firmware. The Binder Framework and intent
broadcast are used for Inter-Process Communication (IPC). From
Fig. 11, we can see how the data are transmitted between the mid-
dleware and multiple processes. Through the Binder Framework,
the data can be exchanged in the C kernel driver.

Fig. 11 illustrates the operation of the middleware for two
location-triggered applications, AppA and AppB. The two applica-
tions are running separately in process A and process B. Once they



Fig. 14. GPS requests of location-triggered application App1 and PeriodicApp1 marked on the hiking track.

Fig. 15. GPS requests of location-triggered application App2 and PeriodicApp2 marked on the hiking track.
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request for location updates, the messages will be sent to middle-
ware. After location estimation, the reply from the middleware will
be sent back through the Android Interface Definition Language
(AIDL) interfaces. The middleware allows multiple location-trig-
gered applications to synchronize the requests to the GPS and
other on-device sensors.
6. Experiments

In the experiments we use Galaxy SIII i9300 that has 2100mAh
battery as the test bed. In order to simulate daily scenarios and
evaluate energy improvements we can gain by GPS updates, the
user will hike in the area with mobile phones and trigger actions
intentionally with the same trajectory. The model Galaxy SIII
i9300 has been installed with the Android 4.1.4 code ‘‘Jelly Bean’’.
Our goal is to evaluate the power intensive GPS update behaviors
and actual energy consumption for both single and multiple loca-
tion-triggered applications.

6.1. Case study: single application on Samsung Galaxy SIII

In this case study, we implement two location-triggered appli-
cations App1 (Bus Stop Discover) and App2 (UU Guider) in Android
OS on two separate Samsung Galaxy SIII smartphone. The acceler-
ometer cycle time is set to 60 s. App1 and App2 are in the Experi-
ment Group.

We also implement a naïve fixed 60 s interval GPS update loca-
tion-triggered application PeriodicApp1 as the control group com-
pared with App1 and another 60 s periodic location-triggered
application PeriodicApp2 as the control group compared with
App2. PeriodicApp1 and PeriodicApp2 are taking location-triggered
service pattern to fulfill the same business needs the same as App1
and App2 respectively. However, they do not use the sensor
strategy and energy-efficient framework discussed in the paper



Fig. 16. Energy consumption of different applications.

Fig. 17. GPS update places, estimated places and triggered events places without middleware and with middleware.
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to obtain the adaptive interval. On the contrary, they only judge
the user’s location by periodical GPS update operations. The trig-
gered area precision has been set to 50 m.

� App1 and PeriodicApp1 geo-fenced areas are set to:
(1) Grindstugan Bus Stop. Latitude: 59.85612, Longitude:

17.617285
(2) Uppsala Science Park Bus Stop. Latitude: 59.843327,

Longitude: 17.638711
Fig. 18. GPS update places, estimated places and triggered events places without
middleware and with middleware.
(3) Uppsala Polacksbacken Förskola, Latitude: 59.841942,
Longitude: 17.644944. It is dot bubble on the right side in
Fig. 12. Through anti-clockwise rotation based on (3), we
can see the Position (2) and Position (1) are flagged with
yellow dot bubbles.

� App2 and PeriodicApp2 geo-fenced areas are set to:
(1) BMC. Latitude: 59.841559, Longitude: 17.638206
(2) Uppsala BIO. Latitude: 59.844438, Longitude: 17.638936
(3) Uppsala Polacksbacken Förskola. Latitude: 59.841942, Lon-

gitude: 17.644944. It is the bubble without dot on the right
side in Fig. 13. Through anti-clockwise rotation based on (3),
we can see the Position (2) and Position (1) are flagged with
yellow bubbles without dot.

In this scenario we have implemented App1 on one Galaxy SIII
smartphone as the experiment group and PeriodicApp1 on the
other Galaxy SIII smartphone as the control group, so is the similar
deployment for App2 and PeriodicApp2. The mobile user carries
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the two mobile phones to move to make sure that the control
phone experiences the same moving speed as the experiment
phone. Our system has logged every GPS update location during
the experiment hiking process so we will denote such places with
red bubble with dots on the map. Besides, in the strategy of en-
ergy-efficient location-triggered applications, the system also
automatically logged the estimated locations denoted by blue bub-
ble without dots. We use the rectangle frame to denote the actual
triggering action places and green arrow to denote the ideal trig-
gering places.

In order to see how much energy we can save at least once
adopting the adaptive location-triggered schema, we set the peri-
odic interval to 60 s in the control group. This is the least GPS re-
quest frequency that we can maintain without missing any
location of interests. As PeriodicApp1 and PeriodicApp2 have the
exactly the same implementation based on the naïve fixed interval
GPS update strategy, they both make 22 GPS updates. On the other
hand, only 10 GPS updates are made for AppA (54.5% less) and 11
for AppB (50% less) in this 22minute test. Since the energy effi-
ciency strategy for PeriodicApp1 and PeriodicApp2 is the same
and use the same work flow but only different in geo-fenced areas,
we take the average power consumption of e (PeriodicApp1) and e
(PeriodicApp2) in battery monitor for their high similarity.

We can see the blue line, which stands for periodic update strat-
egy are always fluctuating at a high level while the red and green
lines, which stand for energy-efficient update strategy have
dropped to lower level in the later half the experiment. Especially
on the way to Uppsala Polacksbacken, the system in the optimized
framework has done a good job to control the GPS update. This
avoids using power intensive modules when it is not necessary.

Certainly, we have trade accuracy for energy saving. As we dis-
cover from the recorded map in Figs. 14 and 15, the green arrows
that have been used to identify the ideal triggering places are not
located in the exact same points as the actual triggering places.
In this way we are comparing ‘‘the optimized reality’’ vs. ‘‘the per-
fect ideal’’. In the experiments, it turns out that the triggered
events are either a little ahead of time or with a short delay; but
still, they are all in the range of these geo-fenced areas. The key
point is to guarantee that the traded accuracy loss will not jeopar-
dize the triggering actions when the user is entering the area. The
short delay of such location-triggered events is tolerable as long as
we do not miss any targets.

The standard capacity specification for Galaxy SIII battery is
2100 mA h. We calculate the battery capacity consumed in the unit
of milliampere-hour for periodic and adaptive GPS strategy based
on the following procedure: First we record the average current
per minute for the 22 min experiment time in Fig. 16, considering
other unrelated background and battery monitor service consume
220–280 mA on the Galaxy SIII phones. Then we get the mean cur-
rent by summing it up the average monitored current in these
22 min and later dividing by 22. That is 9800/22 mA. Therefore
the total capacity consumed is approximately 9800/22 mA � 22/
60 h, which is 163 mA h. This means, in the past 22 min, we have
already run out one ‘‘battery’’ that can originally release stable cur-
rent of 163 mA for 1 h theoretically. Considering the original bat-
tery capacity specification of Galaxy III 2100 mA h, we have
already released 163/2100 of the total battery, which is about
7.7% of the battery amount. In physics, the unit for the battery
capacity consumed is actually Coulomb(C) because 1mAh equals
to 3.6C. So the consumed batter capacity is also equal to
3.6 � 163 mA h, which is 588C.

For App1 and App2, the calculation is the repeating the same
process. We get the mean current 6700/22 mA. So the total capac-
ity consumed is 6700/22 mA � 22/60 h, which is 112 mAh. The con-
sumption is 5.3% of the total battery capacity. We calculate the
ratio of the conservation amount of the battery by using
(7.7–5.3)/7.7%. Hence, we save about 30% battery power in this
experiment scenario.

We also evaluate the power consumption from the accelerom-
eters and magnetic field sensors. We record the average current,
being drawn by these sensors is merely around 30–70 mA. On
the contrary, GPS updates draw much current, which is at least
400 mA in Fig. 16. Since we set the periodic time interval for accel-
erometer to 60 s, the benefit it creates far exceeds the cost it
makes. Accelerometers and magnetic field sensors consume much
less energy than GPS. Our results show that the actual energy con-
sumption of the application actually goes down. Therefore, we
show that optimizing the performance by using other low power
consumption sensors is very important in our future work.
6.2. Case study: multiple application on Samsung Galaxy SIII

In this experiment, we evaluate the efficiency that has brought
by the implementation of middleware to support multiple loca-
tion-triggered applications on one smartphone.

For the management convenience of the middleware, we have
developed it to Location-Triggered Application Manager (LTAM)
so it has usable user interface for us to set up in this case study.
App1 and App2 in the last case study have asynchronous requests
and totally different business purposes. We turn on both App1 and
App2 on the same phone with LTAM on so that the middle can
coordinates their sensing behaviors to further save energy. We
compare the performance with another phone with the deploy-
ment but LTAM off in the figure stated above (see fig. 17).

We find that GPS coordination works very well for multiple
location-triggered apps. It successfully removes asynchronous ori-
entation detection and reduces the total number of GPS updates
from 21 to 14, which is 33% less than running both apps without
coordination. To better illustrate how the GPS update operation
is further optimized with the coordination from the middleware,
we also design the real time logging system within such frame-
work to get their event time stamp. One precise example would
be the here in Fig. 18 below.

At time t0 which is 18:49:06, App2 sends a GPS update interval
to the low layer to intend to update location at t2 which is
18:51:31. However, App1 calculates the dynamic update interval
at t1 which is 18:51:06. It intends to update the location in 10 s
(the moment where the red spot stands). So LTAM adjusts the up-
date moment for App2 to the red spot, 15 s earlier. It obviously
avoids redundant GPS update behavior when the new GPS listener
seems to be needed while the user is still at the place.

With LTAM the multiple business-independent location-trig-
gered applications have drew the capacity of 138 mA h, just
20–24% higher than the energy consumption by single location-
triggered application. Considering about 223 mA h capacity drew
by running App1 and App2 separately without any coordination
in the lower layer, the integrated application framework helps
these two independent location-triggered applications App1 and
App2 to save up to 38% energy.
7. Conclusions and future work

This paper presented a unified framework for energy-efficient
location-triggered mobile applications. In our system, mobile cli-
ents maintain locations of interest with associated actions for trig-
gering data collection activities. We proposed a scheduling
algorithm to reduce energy consumption for detecting location of
the mobile phone. With the assistance of other on-device sensors,
our scheduling algorithm minimizes GPS updates through predict-
ing the future locations of the mobile phone and its distance to the
closest location of interest. We further extended the system to
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support GPS coordination among multiple location-triggered
applications running on the same smartphone. We implemented
the proposed framework in a middleware on Android and con-
ducted extensive experiments to evaluate its energy consumption
compare with the performance of periodic location update strategy
and multiple running LBS situation. The experimental results
showed that our algorithm could significantly reduce the number
of GPS and reduce energy consumption on smartphones. In addi-
tion, the localization module in our framework can be easily ex-
tended to utilize WiFi and cellular tower to assist indoor
localization. In the future work we will extend the location service
to include localization using WiFi and cellular towers, etc. We also
plan to further optimize the performance of location estimations
by coordinating sensing activities of accelerometer and geomag-
netic field sensor based on the real-time mobility and the historic
moving trajectory of the users.
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